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Natural materials are renowned for their exquisite designs that optimize function, as illustrated by 

the elasticity of blood vessels, the toughness of bone and the protection offered by nacre1,2,3,4,5. 

Particularly intriguing are spider silks, with studies having explored properties ranging from their 

protein sequence6 to the geometry of a web7. This highly adapted material system8, which is well-

known to meet a spider’s many needs, exhibits exemplary mechanical properties9,10,11,12,13,14,15. It thus 

comes as no surprise that there has been much interest in the molecular design underpinning the 

outstanding performance of silk fibres1,6,10,13,19,20, and in the mechanical characteristics of web-like 

structures16,17,18,21. Yet it remains unknown how the mechanical characteristics of spider silk 

contribute to the integrity and performance of a spider web. Here we report web deformation 

experiments and simulations that identify the nonlinear response of silk threads to stress—involving 

softening at a yield point and dramatic stiffening at large strain until failure—as crucial for 

localizing the load-induced deformation and hence for endowing spider webs with robustness. 

Control simulations confirm that a nonlinear stress response results in superior resistance to defects 

compared to linear elastic or elastic-plastic (softening) material behaviour. We further show that 

under distributed loads, such as exerted by wind, the behaviour of silk under small-deformation is 

essential in maintaining the web’s structural integrity. The superior performance of silk in webs is 

therefore not merely due to its exceptional ultimate strength and strain, but more importantly arises 

from the nonlinear response of silk threads to strain and their geometrical arrangement in a web.  

While spider silk is employed in a myriad of functions from wrapping prey to lining retreats22,23, here we 

focus on silk’s structural role in aerial webs and on how silk’s material properties relate to web function. 

The mechanical behaviour of silk, like that of other biological materials, is determined by the nature of its 

constituent molecules and their hierarchical assembly into fibres13,19,20,24,25,26 (Fig. S1). Spider webs 

themselves are characterized by a highly organized geometry that optimizes their function7,8,16,17,18. To 

explore the contribution of the material characteristics to web function, we develop a web model with spiral 

and radial threads based on the geometry commonly found in orb webs1. The silk material behaviour is 

parameterized from atomistic simulations of dragline silk from the species Nephila clavipes (Model A)19,20 

(Fig. 1a-b) and validated against experiments10 (Methods Summary). As properties of silk can vary across 

evolutionary lineages by over 100%9,27,28  (SI Section S1), we avoid species-specific silk properties and use 

instead a representative model to reflect the characteristic nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of silk found in 

a web. The mechanical performance of individual silk threads has been previously investigated10,12,13, and 

is in agreement with our model in terms of tensile deformation behaviour.  
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As a functional structure for a spider, it is rare to see a perfectly intact web–debris, attack, or unstable 

anchorage can lead to loss of threads (Fig. 1c, inlay). We assess a web’s ability to tolerate defects by 

removing web sections (silk threads) and applying a local load (Fig. 1c). Removal of up to 10% of threads, 

at different locations relative to the load, has little impact on the web’s response; in fact, the ultimate load 

capacity increases by 3-10% with the introduction of defects (Fig. 1c). We observed in all cases that failure 

is limited to the thread to which the force is applied. Loading of a spiral thread results in relatively isolated 

web distortion (Fig. 1e), whereas loading of a radial thread (Fig. 1f) results in larger deformation (≈20% 

more deflection; ≈190% increase in energy dissipation; Fig. 1d). But in both cases, failure is localized (Fig. 

1e-f). A comparative study of loading radial versus spiral threads demonstrates that the web’s structural 

performance is dominated by the properties of the stiffer and stronger radial dragline silk (with the force to 

break radial threads within the web ≈150% higher), suggesting that the spiral threads play non-structural 

roles (e.g., capturing prey). Experiments on a garden spider web (Fig. 1e-f) are in qualitative agreement 

with the simulations: they confirm the prediction that failure is localized when loading either a spiral or a 

radial thread. Complementing these findings, we use our atomistic silk model19,20 to connect the stress 

states of loaded web sections with molecular deformations in the threads (Fig. 1a). Under loading and 

immediately prior to failure, most radial threads in the structure exhibit deformation states equivalent to the 

yield regime (regime II in Fig 1a), where the presence of polymer-like semi-amorphous regions permits 

entropic unfolding of the silk nanocomposite under relatively low stress19,20,29. Once unfolding is complete, 

the system stiffens as stress is transferred to relatively rigid β-sheet nanocrystals20 (regimes III-IV); it 

finally fails, at the thread where force is applied, as the applied stress is sufficient to rupture the 

nanocrystals. 

Simulation and experiment both indicate that localized failure is a universal characteristic of spider webs. 

Unresolved is whether this behaviour is unique to silk-like materials or a result of the web’s architecture 

(e.g., a property of the construction material or of the structural design). We therefore systematically 

compare the response of webs constructed from three different types of fibres with distinct mechanical 

behaviour (Fig. 2a, left panels): in addition to fibres with the atomistically derived stress-strain behaviour 

of dragline silk (Model A), we use idealized engineered fibres that exhibit either linear elastic behaviour 

(Model A’) or elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour that involves severe softening (plastic yield) (Model A’’). 

In all cases, we load one of the radial threads and assume that the failure stress (≈1,400 MPa) and strain 

(≈67%) of silk threads are constant so that any changes in  deformation behaviour (Fig. 2a, right panels) 

and web damage (Fig. 2a, middle panels) will be a direct result of differences in the stress-strain behaviour 

of the fibres. In the case of a web comprised of natural dragline silk (top panels), all radial threads 

contribute partially to the resistance to loading; but the fact that the material suddenly softens at the yield 

point, which immediately reduces the initial modulus (≈1,000 MPa) by ≈80%, ensures that only the loaded 

radial thread enters regime III and begins to stiffen before it finally fails. With linear elastic material 

behaviour (middle panels), the loaded radial thread is still subject to the bulk of the load; but adjacent 

radial threads bear a higher fraction of the ultimate load, which results in a greater delocalization of 

damage upon failure. With elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour (bottom panels), the softening of radial 

threads enhances the load distribution even more throughout the web and thereby greatly increases the 

damage zone once failure occurs. The increased contribution of the auxiliary radial threads to load 

resistance as we move from the natural to linear elastic to elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour results in 34% 

higher maximum strength, but 30% less displacement at failure (Fig. 2b).  

The above simulations using atomistically derived silk properties (Model A) assume that the spiral threads 

and radial threads are made of dragline silk and behave identically, except for differences arising from their 

different thread diameters. But in real spider webs, spiral threads are composed of more compliant and 

extensible viscid silk with a failure strain of ≈270% (for the species Araneus diadematus1, as an example). 
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To explore the effect of different silks making up the spiral and radial threads, we introduce empirically 

parameterized viscid spiral threads1 (Model B) and find that the results are only marginally affected (Fig. 

2b). We also use a model where we parameterize both spiral and radial threads according to empirical data1 

(Model C), subject this model to the same loading conditions and systematically compare its performance 

against that of models with linear elastic (Model C’) and elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviours (Model C’’). 

We find similar web responses, in that the web made from natural silk is weaker yet localizes damage near 

the loaded region (SI Section S5). 

To explore global loading responses, we subject the web models to a homogeneously distributed wind load 

with effective wind speeds up to 70 m/s (a threshold at which all models fail). The system-level deflection 

curves (Fig. 2c) reflect the mechanical behaviour of the radial threads, which ultimately transfer load to the 

web’s anchoring points. While the spiral threads undergo increased deflection and capture more of the 

wind load due to their larger exposed length, they are effectively pinned to the much stiffer dragline radial 

threads that limit web deflection (Figs. 2c, SI Section S8). For wind speeds <10 m/s there is little difference 

between the models (Figs. 2c, SI Section S8) and deflections are <12% of the total span of the web. This 

relative uniform structural rigidity of the web is attributed to the initial stiffness of the dragline silk prior to 

yield (Fig. 1a). But under higher wind loads, the softening behaviour of dragline silk at moderate 

deformation results in significant web deflection that is greater than the deflections seen with linear elastic 

and elastic-perfectly-plastic material behaviour (Fig. 2c). We find yield in the threads occurs at wind 

speeds exceeding ≈5 m/s, defining a reasonable wind speed regime in which webs are operational. 

While all web models perform similarly under moderate global (wind) loading (Fig. 2c), the linear elastic 

and elastic-perfectly-plastic models respond to targeted force application with a more catastrophic, brittle-

like failure that results in significantly increased damage. Defining web damage as percentage of failed 

(broken) threads, we find that the damage of 2.5% for the natural silk behaviour increases six-fold to 15% 

for the elastic-perfectly-plastic model (Fig. 2a, centre panel). Web performance under local loading is 

generalized by invoking Quantized Fracture Mechanics (QFM)30, a theory applicable to describe the failure 

mechanisms of discrete structures (such as a spider web) and adapted here to incorporate the material 

behaviours (SI Section S10). A generalized stress-strain behaviour, where  (  is a parameter that 

defines the nonlinear nature of the stress-strain relationship) treated with QFM reveals that the size of the 

damaged zone in the proximity to a defect increases for materials that feature a softening behaviour 

(elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour), whereas a stiffening material (natural silk) results in a decrease of the 

damage zone (Fig. 3). This is captured by a scaling law , defining the structural robustness 

Ω as the undamaged fraction of the web after failure. Here  reflects the stress-strain 

response (linear elastic case when ; stiffening when ; softening when ), and S  is a 

system-dependent constant (independent of stress-strain relation). Our simulation results agree with the 

predictions of QFM (Table S5) and confirm that the relative size of the damage zone is a function of the 

material stress-strain relation and enhanced by the discreteness of the web (SI Section S10). This 

phenomenon is duly exemplified in spider webs (Figs. 1-2), where the nonlinear stiffening behaviour (as 

) is essential for localizing damage and ensuring that a loaded thread becomes a sacrificial element 

while the majority of the web remains intact. Given the presumed metabolic effort required by the spider 

for rebuilding an entire web, localized failure is preferential as it does not compromise the structural 

integrity of the web (see Fig. 1c) and hence allows it to continue to function for prey capture in spite of the 

damage. 

The remarkable strength, toughness and extensibility of individual spider silk threads are thus not the 

dominating properties that underpin the excellent structural performance of a spider web. Rather, it is the 

distinct nonlinear softening and subsequent stiffening of dragline silk that is essential to function, as it 
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results in localization of damage to sacrificial threads in a web subjected to targeted (local) loading while 

minimizing web deformations under moderate wind (global) loading. Each regime of the nonlinear material 

behaviour of silk (Fig. 1a) thus plays a key role in defining the overall system response under a variety of 

environmental settings. Other natural silk threads used to form solid materials such as cocoons, rather than 

aerial webs, typically display different mechanical responses11. Indeed, cocoon silk exhibits elastic-

perfectly-plastic behaviour not suitable for web construction. The softening behaviour typically seen in 

such silks, combined with a solid material structure rather than a discrete mesh, results in a greater 

spreading of damage that effectively enhances the system’s fracture toughness. This is clearly an advantage 

for the protective role of cocoons, and reminiscent of other biomaterials where mechanical robustness has 

been attributed to the formation of large plastic regions2,5. The opposite is true for webs, where robustness 

arises from extreme localization of failure at sacrificial elements, with this behaviour enhanced by the 

stiffening of threads (Figs. 1a, 2a).  

The enhanced mechanical performance of the web relies on the integration of material and structure. We 

suggest that web design principles might be considered in engineering, where current practice uses 

sacrificial elements solely to dissipate energy (e.g., impact loading, seismic response). In spider webs, 

discrete sacrificial elements are instead a means to avoid potentially dangerous system-level loading and 

mitigate structural damage so that despite the small decrease in spider web load capacity (Fig. 2b), the 

robustness of the structure overall is greatly enhanced (Fig. 3). This allows a spider to repair rather than 

rebuild, should failure occur. This marks a shift in structural design by ignoring the requirements for the 

magnitude of a potential load and allowing local failure to occur, a design stipulation that requires joint 

consideration of material behaviour and structural architecture.  

Methods Summary 

The web consists of an arithmetic spiral7 supported by radial threads at regular intervals, constructed from 

two primary elements, radial threads and spiral threads7 (Fig. 1b), and modelled using molecular dynamics 

procedures. We implement five material behaviours: (i) atomistically derived dragline silk behaviour 

(parameterized from molecular simulations of dragline silk19,20), as depicted in Fig 1a; (ii) empirically 

parameterized dragline silk (from experimental data1); (iii) empirically parameterized viscid silk (from 

experimental data1); (iv) ideal linear elastic behaviour; (v) ideal elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour, 

incorporated in three arrangements in Models A, B, and C. We consider two types of application of 

loading, targeted (local) and global (wind) loading. To characterize the mechanical response of the web 

under targeted loading, a spring-load is imposed to a small section of the web which is increased until 

failure is incurred (defined by the failure of loaded threads). Wind loading is applied via a constant drag 

force applied to all web threads. In situ experiments through simple mechanical assays are applied to an orb 

web of a common European garden spider. We identify a web in its natural environment and deform radial 

and spiral threads using a mechanical applicator (a metal wire to load threads). During deformation we 

control the displacement and monitor images using a digital camera. For theoretical analysis we use 

Quantized Fracture Mechanics (QFM)30, a theory applicable to describe failure of discrete structures such 

as a spider web and adapted here to incorporate the nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of silk. For a detailed 

description of the models see Methods and SI). 

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at 

www.nature.com/nature  
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Figure Legends 

 

 

Figure 1 | Material behaviour of dragline spider silk, web model, and behaviour of webs under load. 

a, Derived stress-strain behaviour of dragline silk, parameterized from atomistic simulations and validated 

against experiments19,20. There are four distinct regimes characteristic of silk19,20: I, Stiff initial response 

governed by homogeneous stretching; II, Entropic unfolding of semi-amorphous protein domains; III, 

Stiffening regime as molecules align and load is transferred to the beta-sheet crystals, and; IV, Stick-slip 

deformation of beta-sheet crystals19 until failure. b, Schematic of web model, approximated by a 

continuous spiral (defined by dR) supported by eight regular radial silk threads (defined by dθ), typical of 

orb webs7. c, Force-displacement curves for loading a defective web (results for Model A; loaded region 

depicted in red). Case studies include missing spiral segments (d1 to d3) and a missing radial thread (d4). 

Inset: in situ orb web as discovered, containing many defects (marked by green arrows). d, Force-

displacement behaviour of web, comparing the loading of a single radial thread and a single spiral thread 

(Model A). e, Loading of a spiral thread results in small web deformation. f, Loading applied at radial 

threads results in an increase in web deformation. In both cases (e-f) failure is isolated to the pulled thread 

in simulation and experiment, restricting damage to a small section of the web.  
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Figure 2 | Web response for varied silk behaviour under targeted (local) and distributed (global) 

loading. a, Comparison of failure for derived dragline silk, linear elastic, and elastic-perfectly-plastic 

behaviours (left, Models A, A’ and A”). Comparison of failure (centre) confirms localized stresses and 

minimized damage for the natural nonlinear stiffening silk behaviour. The average stress of each radial 

thread (bar plots; right) reflects the nonlinear deformation states in the silk. When load is applied locally to 

a radial thread, other radial threads not subject to applied force reach a stress corresponding to the onset of 

yielding (i.e., regime II in Fig. 1a). The elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour leads to an almost homogeneous 

distribution of stress. b,  Force-displacement curves for varying material behaviours (Models A, A’ and A” 

and Model B). c, Web behaviour under distributed (global) wind loading. The plot shows a comparison of 

the wind-deflection behaviour (Models A, A’ and A” and Model B). The initial high stiffness of natural 

dragline silk enhances structural integrity of the web under such loading. Failure of all webs occurs at wind 

speeds in excess of 60 m/s.  
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Figure 3 | Effects of stress-strain behaviour on structural robustness via Quantized Fracture 

Mechanics. a, Plots of considered stress-strain curves (material behaviour) demonstrating the transition 

from softening to stiffening behaviours by the nonlinear parameter α (α1= 0.3, α2= 0.5, α3= 0.9). b, 

Structural robustness, Ω, defined as the undamaged fraction of the structure, versus the nonlinear 

parameter, α (dashed lines indicating α1, α2, α3), given for three values of the system-dependent constant S 

(S1= 0.1, S2= 0.5, S3= 0.9) that captures a range of material properties (such as fracture toughness), system 

geometry (i.e. crack width or element length), and applied loading conditions. c, Structural robustness Ω, 

versus system-dependent constant S. Universally, the robustness increases with an increase in α (α1 < α2 < 

α3), implying that larger nonlinear stiffening results in larger structural robustness, and hence, less damage. 
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Methods 

Web geometry. Previous web models have implemented simplified versions of web geometry, most 

commonly in a concentric circle arrangement16,17,18.  Here we model a realistic orb web and approximate 

the it by an arithmetic spiral7 defined by the polar equation , where spiral spacing is defined 

by dR = 2πα, supported by radial threads at regular angular intervals (dθ = 45°). The basic web structure is 

constructed from two primary silk elements – radial threads and spiral threads7, combined with glue-like 

connections (Fig. 1b). The web is formed by particle-spring elements, with an equilibrium 

spacing  m. In Nature, the construction of a stereotypical orb web includes placement of framing 

threads that act as mooring and a structural foundation for the web7. The arrangement of such threads vary 

according to the anchoring points available to the spider, and exhibit the necessary strength to bear the 

interior web, and are thus neglected by the current investigation. For a detailed description of the model, 

see Supplementary Information (SI), Section S2. 

Web models. We implement web models based on combinations of five material behaviours: (i), 

atomistically derived dragline silk (parameterized from molecular simulations of dragline spider silk19,20) as 

depicted in Fig 1a; (ii), empirically parameterized dragline silk (from experimental data1); (iii), empirically 

parameterized viscid silk (from experimental data1); (iv), ideal linear elastic behaviour; and (v), ideal 

elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour. To explore the differences between the theoretically derived silk models 

with experimentally measured silks, the materials are implemented in the following web models: 

Model A: Atomistically derived dragline silk behaviour used for both the radial and spiral threads, 

independent of empirical tunings (details SI Section S3.1), to maintain independence from empirical data. 

Even though such a simple model formulation does not allow us to draw conclusions for phenomena 

pertaining to specific types of silk, for example, it enables us to understand universal, generic relationships 

between underlying molecular mechanisms, resulting nonlinear properties of the material, and the failure 

behaviour of webs. The dragline radial behaviour is used for fitting corresponding linear elastic (Model A’, 

see SI Section S3.3) and elastic-perfectly-plastic (Model A”, see SI Section S3.4) models as indicated in 

Fig. 2a. 

Model B: Combination of atomistically derived dragline silk for radial threads (see SI Section S3.1) with 

empirically parameterized viscid silk behaviour for spiral threads (see SI Section S3.2), to examine the 

effect of deviations in the stiffness of viscid silk (naturally more compliant than dragline silk). As idealized 

behaviours (linear elastic or elastic-perfectly-plastic) are parameterized based on the radial response, there 

are no idealized iterations of Model B. 

Model C: A completely empirically parameterized web model, with empirically fitted dragline silk for the 

radial threads (described in SI Section S3.2) and empirically fitted viscid silk for spiral threads, for a 

realistic web representation tuned by experimental data1.  The empirical dragline behaviour is for fitting 

corresponding linear elastic (Model C’, see SI Section S3.3) and elastic-perfectly-plastic (Model C’’, see 

SI Section S3.4).  

The results of the empirically parameterized model are discussed in SI Section S5. The model framework 

used here can be easily adapted for other species of spiders, associated silk properties, and web geometries. 

Using a particle dynamics formulation (motivated by molecular dynamics), the total energy of the web 

system is defined as: 

,           (1) 

for the summation of the elastic potentials of all the silk threads, where  refers to the constitutive 

energy expression of the specific material.  
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Atomistically derived dragline silk. Parameterized from full atomistic simulations of major ampullate 

(MA) dragline spider silk19,20,31,32, unaccounted for in previous web studies16,17,18. The constitutive 

behaviour of dragline silk is formulated as:  

 . (2) 

See Table S1 for all parameters.  

Empirically parameterized silk. To assess the generality of the results obtained with our atomistically 

derived behaviour, we implement empirically fitted material behaviours for Models B and C1. The 

functional form of the empirically parameterized dragline (radial) silk is identical to that of the 

atomistically derived dragline silk (described by Eq. (2)). To represent the J-shaped viscid silk response 

measured in experimental studies, a combination linear and exponential function is implemented: 

 for     (3) 

We fit the parameters in Eqs. (2) and (3) to experiments on Araneus diadematus1 for both dragline and 

viscid silk. See Table S2 for all parameters.  

Idealized material behaviours. For comparison, motivated by earlier studies33, we implement a model 

that allows us to systematically vary the nature of nonlinear behaviour, allowing cases of ideal linear elastic 

and ideal elastic-perfectly-plastic (softening), in order to develop general insight. The linear elastic 

behaviour is governed by: 

 for ,       (4) 

while the elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour is governed by: 

 .  (5) 

Both behaviours are parameterized to reflect either the ultimate stress and strain of atomistically derived 

dragline silk (in Model A) or the ultimate stress and strain of empirically parameterized dragline silk (in 

Model C) to provide a comparison between material laws and web performance. See Tables S3 and S4 for 

all parameters.  

Loading conditions. We consider two types of application of loading, targeted (local) and global (wind) 

loading. To characterize the mechanical response and robustness of the web due to local load, a load is 

imposed to a small section of the web (see SI Section S4), representing, for example, a small piece of 

debris. A spring-load is increased until failure is incurred (defined by the failure of all loaded threads). 

Load is imposed to a small section of the web in the out-of-plane direction, offset from the centre of the 

web. Proximity to the web centre maximizes the structural resistance of the entire web (as compared to 

loading the web periphery, for example), while the offset is used to apply the load to a known (chosen) 

radial thread to ease analysis. Deflection of the web (out-of-plane) and applied force is determined. Work 

to break individual threads is calculated by numerically integrating the force-displacement curves (see SI 

http://dx.doi.org/%2010.1038/nature10739
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Section S6). To characterize the mechanical response under wind load (global), a constant force is applied 

to the entire web structure, derived from the equivalent drag force on a cylindrical wire (see SI Section 

S8). Loads for equivalent wind speeds of 0.5 to 70 m/s are applied (all models fail at 70 m/s winds).  

In situ experimental studies. Experiments on a physical web are carried out based on mechanical assays 

applied to an orb web of a common European garden spider. We identify a large spider web in its natural 

environment and ensure that the spider web is in use by a living spider. We deform radial and spiral threads 

using a mechanical applicator, a small piece of wire that can effectively be used to pull on small structural 

features. During mechanical deformation of the web we control the displacement and monitor visual 

images of the web using a digital camera (results shown in Figs. 1e-f). A black plastic plate is placed 

behind the web to ensure that the web is clearly visible during the experiment for image acquisition. 

Stress distribution. Normalized strain energy distributions are considered for radial threads just prior and 

immediately after web fracture to calculate the average stress as per Equations (2) to (5) (normalized with 

respect to maximum strain energy at ultimate failure). Spiral threads are not considered because most of the 

load (and thus elastic resistance) is carried by the radials in this load interval (see SI Section S9).  

Theoretical analysis. We use Quantized Fracture Mechanics (QFM)30, a theory applicable to generally 

describe the failure of a discrete mesh-like structure such as a spider web, and adapted here to incorporate 

the nonlinear material behaviour of silk using a generalized stress (σ)-strain (ε) behaviour .  The 

relative size of the damage zone after failure is given by  

,    (6)  

where S is a system-dependent constant reflective of specific material properties (such as fracture 

toughness), system geometry, and applied loading conditions. The constant S  describes the damage 

associated with the linear elastic behaviour when  and therefore . The fraction of surviving 

material after failure defines structural robustness: 

,    (7)  

The parameter S is determined from the linear elastic response as the reference case, and constant for all 

variations in the stress-strain behaviour. The three material behaviours studied here (Fig. 2a), characteristic 

of silk, linear elastic and elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviours, are reduced to general nonlinear stress-strain 

power laws fitted by a single nonlinearity parameter ( ) in the QFM theory (Fig. 3). Details see SI Section 

S10. 

 
31 Nova, A., Keten, S., Pugno, N. M., Redaelli, A. & Buehler, M. J. Molecular and Nanostructural 

Mechanisms of Deformation, Strength and Toughness of Spider Silk Fibrils. Nano Letters 10, 2626-

2634 (2010). 
32 van Beek, J. D., Hess, S., Vollrath, F. & Meier, B. H. The molecular structure of spider dragline 

silk: Folding and orientation of the protein backbone. Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Sciences of the United States of America 99, 10266-10271 (2002). 
33 Buehler, M. J. & Gao, H. Dynamical fracture instabilities due to local hyperelasticity at crack tips 

Nature 439, 307-310 (2006). 
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Supplementary Information 

An integrated material/structure understanding in the description of web mechanics as outlined in Fig. S1 has 
yet to be implemented and is reported in this paper. 

 

Figure S1 | Schematic of the hierarchical spider silk structure that ranges from nano (Angstrom) to macro (millimetres). The 
image displays key structural features of silk, including the chemical structure found at the level of polypeptide β-strands, the 

secondary structure β-sheet nanocrystals embedded in a softer semi-amorphous phase, bulk assembly of poly-crystalline 
components which assemble into macroscopic silk fibres, and finally the web-structure itself 

S1. Silk types and variation 

The spider web, although a common and recognized biological structure, is an evolutionary product with a 
myriad of functions, including the capturing of prey28. Beyond the web itself, spiders use silk for a number of 
activities central to their survival and reproduction, including wrapping of egg sacks, preparing safety lines, and 
lining retreats22,23. Even within a web, there are multiple types of silk that serve distinct purposes4,34. For 
instance, dragline silk is produced from the spider’s major ampullate (MA) silk glands, with a unique and well 
researched constitutive behaviour, and important as a structural element in webs35. Yet, even though most 
spiders produce some form of dragline silk, the specific material properties vary among different evolutionary 
lineages of spiders27,28,36,37,38. Even among orb web weaving spiders (in which dragline silk serves a similar 
purpose) the material properties of dragline silk vary by more than 100%, and across all spiders toughness varies 
over twenty fold in species examined to date9.  Another key silk type within the web is the sticky capture silk, 
made of a viscid silk that originates from flagelliform glands35,39,40 and used to form the spiral threads in a web. 
Both viscid and dragline silks express a stiffening stress-strain behaviour, where viscid silk is approximately ten 
times more extensible than dragline silk35,39. Dragline silk is the most well researched silk with theoretical24, 
computational20, and experimental10 studies across a multitude of scales elucidating its mechanical behaviour. 
The web itself is intriguing as a natural structure, and has been investigated from a biological, functional, and 
structural point of view41. Of the tremendous diversity of spider web types, the orbicular webs of the araneid orb 
weaving spiders are the most accessible analytically4,16,42.  

S2.  Web model geometry, connectivity, and elements 

Here we aim to mimic a realistic web structure and approximate the orb web by an arithmetic spiral7,42. The 
‘spiral’ components are defined as an Archimedes' spiral, defined by the polar equation:  

���� � � � �            (S1) 

The coils of successive turns are spaced in equal distances (�� � ���). For all models generated, � � 0�00� m, 
resulting in �� � 3� mm. The spiral is defined by prescribing � in a range from	360° → 3600°. To ensure the 
inter-particle spacing is approximately the prescribed inter-particle distance, the spiral arc length between 
consecutive particles is calculated, where:  
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�� � ����� � �������           (S2) 

and 

����� � �
� � ����� � ��� � �� ��� � �� � �����.       (S3) 

A constant increment in angle,���, results in a monotonically increasing���. As such, we implement an iterative 
loop to reduce �� as the spiral radius increases, ensuring that���� � �.����, where �� is the initial (chosen), 
inter-particle spacing (0.01 m). The numerical factor 1.05 is included to provide stochastic variation in structure, 
representing a more realistic spider web as opposed to a perfect spiral, and also accounts for the slight difference 
between arc length and chord length between consecutive particle positions. Radial threads are prescribed at 
regular intervals (�� � ���), and span 0.4 m in the radial direction.  

In physical webs, the interconnection of the different silks in an orb-web is, however, accomplished via a gluey, 
silk-like substance termed “attachment cement” originating from the piriform gland of spiders34,43,44,45.  Here, we 
account for these discrete or non-continuous radial-spiral connections via the introduction of “attachment 
bonds” to reflect the attachment cement of physical orb webs. There exist four types of bonds and springs 
(elements) for connectivity in all web models considered here:  

1. Radial bonds (representing radial threads); consisting of 40 particles spaced 10 mm apart in the radial 
direction, connected consecutively.   

2. Inner radial circle connections, to avoid stress concentration by a common connection point. Each 
radial thread is connected to a small, inner circle at the centre of the spiral with a radius of 10 mm 
consisting of 16 particles. The stress-strain behaviour is that of the radial threads.  

3. Spiral bonds (representing spiral threads) in a continuous spiral, particles spaced ≈10 mm, connected 
consecutively.  

4. Radial-spiral connections (representing silk-like “attachment cement”). A scripted algorithm used to 
connect spiral to radial threads at cross-over regions if the distance between the spiral bead and nearest 
radial bead is less than 8 mm. Resulted in 1-3 connections per cross-over region. Stress-strain behaviour 
is that of the radial dragline threads. 

 

Figure S2 | Schematic of radial-spiral connection configuration. The overlaid spiral silk thread is attached to the radial threads 
by bonds reflective of attachment cement of physical orb webs. The material behaviour of the connections is equivalent to the 

radial threads. 
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S3.  Material behaviours  

We parameterize and implement five material behaviours:  

(i) atomistically derived dragline silk behaviour (see Section S3.1);  
(ii) empirically parameterized dragline silk (see Section S3.2);  
(iii) empirically parameterized viscid silk (see Section S3.2);  
(iv) ideal linear elastic behaviour (see Section S3.3);  
(v) ideal elastic-perfectly-plastic behaviour (see Section S3.4)  

Different material combinations are implemented to explore potential differences between the theoretically 
derived silk behaviours (atomistically derived and parameterized Model A; with variations A’, and A”) with 
experimentally measured silks (compliant viscid silk introduced in Model B, and a completely empirically fitted 
and parameterized Model C; with variations C’, and C”). 

S3.1 Atomistically derived dragline silk 

This material behaviour utilizes a combination of linear and exponential functions to determine the stress-strain 
behaviour of the silk, defined by four parameters reflecting stiffness, and three critical strains.  

 

Figure S3 | Stress-strain behaviour implemented for atomistically derived dragline silk (radial and spiral threads of Model A and 
radial threads of Model B; see Eq. (S4)). The nonlinear behaviour is separated into four regimes: (i) linear until yielding; (ii) 

entropic unfolding; (iii) exponential stiffening, and; (vi) a stick-slip plateau until failure. 

The stress-strain function is expressed as: 

���� � �
���

������� � ���� � ��� � ��� � ��
,
,

���� � ��� � ��0
,
,

�0 � � � ��
��� � � � ��
��� � � � ��� � ��

      (S4) 

defined by four parameters (E1, E2, α, and β) reflecting stiffnesses, and three corresponding critical strains (y , 
s, b) given in Table S1.  
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Parameter Value

Initial stiffness,E1 875.9 MPa 
Exponential parameter, 14.2 
Tangent stiffness parameter, 180 MPa 
Final stiffness, E2 491.2 MPa 
Yield strain, y 0.1356 
Softening strain, s 0.6322 
Ultimate (breaking) strain, b 0.6725
Radial thread diameter (from 18,40) 3.93 μm 
Spiral thread diameter (from 18,40) 2.40 μm 

Table S1 | Atomistically derived dragline silk stress-strain behaviour parameters (implemented in radial and spiral threads in 
Model A, radial threads only in Model B). Radial and spiral thread diameters taken from experimental findings18,40. 

The constants C1 and C2 ensure continuity, where��� � ���� � �, and��� � exp����� � ���� � ���� � ��� �
��. For tensile stretching, the stress-strain behaviour is converted to a force-displacement spring function, to 
allow a molecular dynamics implementation, given by:  

���� � �� � �������,           (S5) 

and����� � ����
�� , such that �� � ���� � ���, �� � ���� � ���, and �� � ���� � ���. Subsequently, the spring 

(force-displacement) relation is used to determine the energy between all bonded pairs of particles, with the 
corresponding potential energy as given in Eq. (2).The constants C3 and C4 ensure continuity between the linear 

and exponential regimes, where��� � �
�
��
�� ��� � ���� � ��

� , and �� � � ��� exp �
��������

�� � � �
�
�
�� ��� � ���� �

����� � ��� � ��. This formulation is inspired by the combination of β-sheet nanocrystals and amorphous 
protein domains as reported earlier31.  

 

Figure S4 | Empirically parameterized stress-strain behaviours (implemented in Models B and C). Formulation for dragline and 
viscid silk behaviours derived from empirical parameters1, providing accurate representation of experimental data of Araneus 

diadematus. 
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S3.2 Empirically parameterized dragline and viscid silk  

To implement a more realistic web model in Models B and C we incorporate an empirical description of silk 
material behaviors. We use material behaviours from previously published experimental tensile tests on the silk 
of Araneus diadematus1.  

The functional form of the empirically parameterized dragline silk is identical to that of the atomistically derived 
dragline silk (described by Eqs. (2), (S4)-(S5)). The fitted empirical parameters are given in Table S2. To 
represent the J-shaped silk response seen in experimental studies and to maintain similarity with the previous 
derived dragline silk behaviour, a combination linear and exponential function is implemented: 

.          (S6) 

The viscid silk behaviour is described by three parameters (a, b, and c) derived from three empirical properties 
( , , and ). Values of all parameters are given in Table S2.  

For the implementation in our particle-spring model the stress-strain behaviour of viscid silk is converted to a 
force-displacement spring function given by:  

 and .         (S7) 

Subsequently, the spring relation is used to determine the energy between all bonded pairs of particles, with the 
corresponding potential energy given in Eq. (3). 
 

Parameter Value

Empirically parameterized dragline (radial) silk (Model C)
Initial stiffness, E1(empirical, ref.1) 10,000 MPa 
Exponential parameter,  43.1 
Tangent stiffness parameter,  1,000 MPa 
Final stiffness, E2 2,087.4 MPa 
Yield strain, y (empirical, ref.1) 0.02 
Softening strain, s 0.17 
Ultimate (breaking) strain, b (empirical, ref.1) 0.27
Radial thread diameter 3.93 μm 

Empirically parameterized viscid (spiral) silk (Models B and C) 
Ultimate stress,  (empirical, ref.1) 500 MPa 
Ultimate strain,  (empirical, ref.1) 2.7 
Initial Stiffness,  (empirical, ref.1)  3 MPa 
Exponential parameter, a 44.00 MPa 
Tangent stiffness parameter, b -41.00 MPa 
Continuity constant, c -44.00 MPa 
Spiral thread diameter 2.40 μm 

Table S2 | Empirically parameterized silk stress-strain behaviour parameters (used in Models B and C). 

S3.3  Linear elastic model 

A linear elastic material behaviour (displayed in materials such as carbon fibres46, for example) to the silk 
behaviour is constructed simply by fitting a linear relation to the ultimate stress (σbreak) and ultimate strain (εb), 
where  

,          (S8) 
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and�������� � ������ ��⁄  (Fig. S5). 

 

Figure S5 | Linear elastic constitutive behaviour atop the derived nonlinear silk behaviour (used in Models A’ and C’). 

The stress-strain behaviour is converted to a force-displacement spring function by:  

���� � �� � ������� � ���������
�� �� � ���,         (S9) 

from which corresponding potential energy is determined as given in Eq. (4). 

 
Parameter Value

Fitted to atomistically derived dragline silk (Model A’)
Stiffness,Elinear 2,050.6 MPa
Ultimate stress,σbreak 1,379 MPa
Ultimate strain,εb 0.6725

Fitted to empirically parameterized dragline silk (Model C’) 
Stiffness,Elinear 4444.4 MPa
Ultimate stress,σbreak 1200 MPa
Ultimate strain,εb 0.27

Table S3 | Linear elastic stress-strain behaviour parameters (used in Models A’ and C’).. 

S3.4  Elastic-perfectly-plastic model 

An ideal elastic-perfectly-plastic material behaviour (a common simplifying assumption in ductile metal wires, 
for example) to the silk behaviour is constructed simply by fitting a linear relation to the ultimate stress (σbreak) 
and yield strain (εy), where εy = 0.5εb, where 

���� � � �������������������
,
,
� � � � ��
�� � � � ��,          (S10) 

and��������� � ������ ��⁄ � ������� ��⁄ � �������� (Fig. S6). This behaviour reflects the simplest possible 
elastic-perfectly-plastic fit given an ultimate stress and strain.   
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Figure S6 | Elastic-perfectly-plastic constitutive behaviour atop the derived nonlinear silk behaviour (used in Models A” and C”). 

The stress-strain behaviour is converted to a force-displacement spring function given by:  

 ,      (S11) 

from which corresponding potential energy is determined as defined in Eq. (5). 

 
Parameter Value

Fitted to atomistically derived dragline silk (Model A”)
Stiffness,Eplastic 4,101.1 MPa
Yield stress,σbreak 1,379 MPa
Yield strain,εy  0.33625
Ultimate strain,εb  0.67250

Fitted to empirically parameterized dragline silk (Model C”) 
Stiffness,Eplastic 8888.8 MPa
Yield stress,σbreak 1200 MPa
Yield strain,εy  0.135
Ultimate strain,εb  0.27

Table S4 | Elastic-perfectly-plastic stress-strain behaviour parameters (used in models A’’ and C’’). 

S4. Application of local loading  

We use a method inspired by Steered Molecular Dynamics47 with a constant pulling velocity as the protocol for 
simulating local deformation of web. A harmonic spring driving force is applied to a selected particle group of 
magnitude:  

,          (S12) 

where 0.007 N/m is the spring constant and R0 is the current distance from the end of spring from a 
designated tether point. A constant velocity (v = 0.02 m/s) is prescribed which monotonously decrements the 
distance R towards the tether point (target coordinate). We select a target coordinate 10.0 m below the plane of 
the web to allow adequate deformation. The result is an applied load rate of 0.00014 N/s out-of-plane. The 
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targeted load is applied to single spiral or radial thread, distributed over three particles (20 mm), representing, 
for example, a small piece of debris falling on the web. Applied force is compared with the maximum out-of-
plane deformation of the web.   

S5. Summary and comparison of results with completely empirically parameterized web models (Models 
C, C’ and C”) 

The motivation for using the atomistically derived silk properties in Model A is the linking previously 
discovered molecular characteristics of silk with the web-scale functionality and performance. To provide a 
more realistic web model tied to a specific spider species, we implement the empirically parameterized silk 
behaviors (Model C, as described in Section S3). Linear elastic (Model C’) and elastic-perfectly-plastic (Model 
C”) behaviors are fitted based on the ultimate stress and strain of the empirically parameterized dragline silk. 
We then subject Models C’ and C’’ to the same loading conditions (pulling a single radial thread, pulling a 
single spiral thread) for comparison with the results obtained with Models A, A’ and A’’. 

The results are similar to those attained with the atomistically derived models (Models A, A’, and A”) as 
depicted in Figure S7, albeit with reduced maximal forces and displacement. In both Models A and C (and their 
derivatives), the natural silk behavior with its softening-stiffening stress-strain behavior results in the lowest 
load to failure, followed by the linear elastic and elastic-perfectly-plastic responses. The empirical material 
models consistently fail at both lower loads and lower displacement. The decrease in load is due to the natural 
geometry of the web, where the applied load is normal to the web plane. Thus, the component of the force 
transferred along the loaded thread is proportional to � �������⁄ . As the extensibility of the silk material behavior 
implemented in Model C is lower than on Model A (less deformation and θ for a given load), a lower force at 
failure is anticipated.  

The empirically parameterized material behaviors in Models C, C’ and C’’ result in the poorest performance in 
terms of achieved maximum force and displacement. Very little force is transferred to the spiral threads due to 
the substantial difference in stiffness. This differs from the results from model A, as the spiral threads are 
dramatically more compliant (Model C) than the linear elastic (Model C’) or elastic-perfectly-plastic (Model C”) 
spiral threads implemented. Thus, the web system is intrinsically weaker, resulting in a decrease in ultimate 
force and displacement upon failure. This supports the notion that the spiral threads function in non-structural 
roles and the applied load is carried almost entirely by the loaded radial. Indeed, it has been shown that for webs 
and similar compliant structures the path with the greatest stiffness carries the greatest load18. We find that 
increasing the difference in relative stiffness between radial and spiral threads results in less force transfer to the 
adjacent spirals when a radial thread is subject to loading. This disparity in stiffness is not as great in the 
corresponding linear elastic and elastic-perfectly-plastic models. 

Most importantly, we also compare the damage between material behaviors, to test if the results follow the same 
trend as seen in Model A and its derivatives. Again, we see that the natural nonlinear softening-stiffening silk 
(Model C) results in the least amount of damage, and highly localized about the area of the loaded radial thread. 
The key result and in agreement with the results obtained with Model A is that the damage increases for the 
linear elastic (Model C’) and even more for the elastic-perfectly-plastic (Model C”) behaviors. This follows the 
same trend as the previous models (damage in Model A < Model A’ < Model A”). In Model C, C’ and C’’ we 
see that more damage is inflicted than in Model A and its derivatives, potentially attributed to the more brittle 
behavior of the web due to lower extensibility. 

The introduction of the above empirically derived silk is only reflective of a single species. Yet, the web 
performance (in comparison to linear elastic and elastic-perfectly-plastic cases) is remarkably similar between 
the atomistically derived and empirically parameterized cases. This confirms that while the atomistically derived 
constitutive behavior may not be an exact representation of silk of a particular species, the performance of the 
web relies on the differences in the shape of the stress strain curves, and not the absolute extensibility or strength 
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of the silk threads.  It is apparent that the nonlinear stiffening begets web robustness, where local failure and 
repair is preferential to system-level behaviour.  

 

Figure S7 | Force-displacement plots of web models with empirical silk (Model C), linear elastic silk (Model C’) and elastic-
perfectly-plastic silk (Model C’’), pulling a radial thread, for empirically parameterized material behaviors with snapshots post-

failure. Failure/damage is highly localized for empirical (nonlinear stiffening) silk and increases from linear elastic to elastic-
perfectly-plastic material behaviours. The introduction of relatively stiffer elements (empirically parameterized dragline threads) 
results in less force transfer to the extensible viscid silk. As a result, less silk threads are engaged upon radial thread loading and 

the combination of stiff dragline plus extensible viscid results in poorer performance (in terms of max load and displacement) 
when compared to purely linear elastic or elastic-perfectly-plastic constitutive laws (with the same stress and strain as the 

empirical dragline silk). Note that both these materials would have greater toughness than natural silk. The results agree with the 
findings shown in Fig. 2 and the relations depicted in Fig. 3 and provide evidence for the generality of the findings. 

Comparing the pulling of spiral threads with the pulling of radial threads to corroborate with our in situ tests and 
photographs, we find that the deformation mechanisms concur with experimental images. As seen in models A 
and B, pulling a radial thread results in extensive deformation of the web. The less extensible and inherently 
stiffer dragline silk results in a more rigid system dominated by the radial thread behavior. As before, in Model 
C there is extensive web deformation when a radial thread is pulled and little force is transferred to the spiral 
threads.  Loading a spiral thread results in highly localized deformation with little response from the remainder 
of the web. This is due to (i) the relative size of the spiral threads (less force to transfer) and (ii) the relative 
stiffness of the radial thread (less displacement). Note that when force is sufficient to break the spiral (calculated 
knowing the thread area and ultimate stress), the resulting force and maximum stress in radial threads is not 
sufficient to cause yielding. With the empirically parameterized Model C (with relatively stiffer radial dragline 
silk and extensible spiral viscid silk) pulling a spiral thread limits the deformation to the thread being loaded, 
effectively pinned in place by the stiffer, anchoring radial threads. This closely resembles the mode of 
deformation reflected in our photographs of physical webs (Fig. 1e-f), whereas the initial atomistically derived 
spiral silk induced more (albeit still local) deformation.    

S6. Work to break threads 

Here we compare the response of both radial and spiral thread pulling in terms of ultimate load and work 
applied (using Models A and B). For the derived dragline model (Model A, where the spiral threads behave 
similarly to the radials), we find ultimate loads of 29.1 mN and 11.9 mN for the radial and spiral pulling 
respectively. Note the ultimate stress both threads is equivalent, and ultimate force is thus determined by the 
cross-sectional area. The ratio of ultimate loads (29.����.9� � �2.4�� is equal in magnitude to the ratio of areas 
(�3.93 2.40� �� � �2.��) as expected. For radial threads (dragline silk), the work required to induce failure via 
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out-of-plane spring controlled loading is calculated to be approximately 3.15 mJ, whereas the work required for 
dragline silk spiral threads is 1.09 mJ. 

 

Figure S8 | Applied force versus displacements for different models. a, Plot of applied force versus thread displacement for both 
spiral thread loading and radial thread loading (Model A). b, Plot of applied force versus thread displacement for compliant 

spiral thread loading compared to radial thread loading (Model B). 

The two force deflection curves for radial pulling and spiral pulling clearly indicate that while they may be 
equivalent in terms of toughness per mass, viscid threads require much less energy to break. For Model B, we 
find ultimate loads of 25.5 mN and 1.1 mN for the radial and spiral pulling respectively. For radial threads, the 
work required to induce failure is calculated to be approximately 2.33 mJ, whereas the work required for viscid 
silk spiral threads is only 0.110 mJ. Here, there is less force and energy required to break a radial thread 
compared to the all previous case as there is less resistance contributed by the weaker spiral threads. It is noted 
that, as the spiral threads are much weaker, there is little force transfer to the web structure when a spiral thread 
is loaded, thereby limiting deformation to a single thread. In the cases considered here (Models A and B), the 
overall web performance is dominated by the strength of the radial dragline silk threads. Although more 
extensible, viscid silk threads are weaker than their dragline counterparts, and thus transfer less force and 
dissipate less mechanical energy under load. The spiral viscid threads are relegated to non-structural roles 
(functioning as capturing prey) and are expendable in terms of structural performance and robustness. From 
these results, it is anticipated that removal of multiple spiral elements would have little effect on the overall web 
performance.  

S7. Web performance under addition of random defects 

We find that the removal even of a large segment of spiral threads has very little effect on the failure mechanism 
of the web as a whole and that the overall force-displacement behaviour remains marginally affected. As the 
defect density increases to 5%, the maximum force before failure changes by no more than 3% and the 
maximum displacement decreases by no more than 4%. Clearly, spiral threads play a minimal role in the failure 
mechanism of the full web structure, supporting the approximation of radial-type behaviour for spiral threads. 
Shifting the defect location closer to the site of load application has a similarly minimal effect for spiral thread 
defects. On the other hand, radial defects have a much more pronounced effect as the location of the removed 
radial approaches the loading site: maximum force and displacement decrease by approximately 15% and 50%, 
respectively, with increasing proximity to site of load. These observations suggest that the load is locally 
concentrated in the radial thread where it is applied and in the adjacent radial threads. The existence of a web-
like mesh structure is critical as the failure of few elements does not lead to the catastrophic breakdown of the 
material as shown in Fig. 1c.  

S8. Global loading (wind load) 
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To model the effect of wind, we utilize the effect of drag on the silk threads, similar to the wind drag on cable 
bridges, for example Ref. [48]. The static drag wind load on a stay cable is written as: 

,           (S13) 

where ρair is the air density, U the mean wind speed, A the reference area of the silk thread ( ) 
and CD the drag coefficient in the along-wind direction (conservatively taken as 1.2, typical value for structural 
wires and cables48). Within the simulation, this drag force is converted to a constant acceleration driving field: 

 ,          (S14) 

where different accelerations are applied to either radial or spiral segments to account for different in mass 
(proportional to cross sectional area, where ). We thus define the normalized drag force 
(applied to all silk threads) as: 

.           (S15) 

 

Figure S9 | Web response under increasing wind speeds (results of Model B shown). 

 

Figure S10 | Visualizations of web deflection for all material models under a constant wind speed of 20 m/s. a, linear elastic 
(Model A’), b, elastic-perfectly-plastic (Model A”), and c, results of the viscid spiral thread model (Model B). In all cases the 

atomistically derived model (Model A; shown in red) is used as basis of comparison. 
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The web is subject to constant loading with equivalent wind speeds ranging from 0.5 to 70 m/s (reaching up to 
strong hurricane level winds), which the maximum deflection was measured (relative to the anchoring points). 
The load is applied for 100 seconds (Fig. S9 and S10). The load cases are repeated for all four material models 
(Models A, A’, A’’, and B). The results are summarized in Fig. S11. Regardless of material behaviour, the web 
structure can withstand hurricane level wind speeds (speeds of approximately 40 m/s are defined as Category 1 
hurricanes49). Similarly, all webs fail at wind speeds exceeding approximately 60 m/s (Category 4 hurricane 
level). It is noted that while the wind loading applied here is ideal (symmetric, homogenous, and constant), the 
results indicate a large resistance to wind-type loading due to the combined small mass and cross-section of the 
web silk elements. The system-level deflection curves are indicative of the implemented constitutive silk 
behaviour. Here, the elastic-perfectly-plastic model (A”) depicts the least deflection, as it has the highest 
stiffness, followed by the linear elastic response (A’), and finally the silk models (both Model A and B reflect 
nominal differences). The behaviour of the radial threads (which ultimately transfer the wind load to the 
anchoring points) dominates the behaviour of the web itself.  

 

Figure S11 | Summary of results for the global (wind) loading cases. a, Wind speed verses web deflection for all wind speeds 
applied. Failure of all webs occurs at web speeds exceeding 60 m/s (classified as Category 4 hurricane wind speeds). Web 
response is dominated by the constitutive law of the radial threads, with nominal differences when the more extensible, 

empirically derived viscid silk is implemented as spiral threads. b, Expanded view of low wind speeds (indicated in panel a, 
indicating radial yielding at wind speeds exceeding approximately 5 m/s. All models maintain structural integrity below this 

nominal speed. c, Web deflection plotted against normalized drag force. 

This wind load investigation leads to three main findings: 

(1) The nonlinear stiffening behaviour is disadvantageous to web performance subject to large distributed 
forces. Yielding occurs in multiple threads simultaneously, leading to large web deflections under 
“extreme” wind loading. 
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(2) The initial stiffness of dragline silk provides structural integrity under functional, or operational, 
conditions (expected typical wind speeds). Web rigidity is maintained and deflection is comparable to 
the traditional engineered material behaviours (linear elastic and elastic-perfectly-plastic). 
 

(3) The greater extensibility of viscid silk (versus dragline silk) only nominally affects the system-level 
response, as the load is transferred to the anchoring points via the radial threads, which are much stiffer.   

These findings suggest that whereas the nonlinear stiffening response of dragline silk is crucial to reduce 
damage of localized loading, it is disadvantageous to global (distributed) loading scenarios. Yielding caused by 
the high wind loading results in web displacements that could cause large areas of the sticky catching-spiral to 
impact surrounding environment (such as vegetation), which would result in the large-scale destruction of a 
web. However, under moderate wind loading, the linear regime of the dragline silk dominates behaviour, and 
silk performs as well as the other material behaviours. The wind load cases illustrate that the initial stiffness of 
the dragline provide structural integrity under such “global” loading conditions. If this loading becomes 
“extreme” there is no benefit, and the silk yields. Presumably, what is considered “extreme” or “normal” 
environmental is dependent on the locale of the spider, and our approach can systematically link variation in the 
mechanical properties between silks of different species to such environmental loading conditions. For the 
current silk model, the yield occurs at wind speeds exceeding 5 m/s, defining a reasonable regime of operational 
wind speeds.  

S9. Distribution of deformation states in the web 

Figure S12 depicts the potential energy (PE) distribution for atomistically derived silk behaviour (Model A). 
Stress distributions depicted in Figure 2a are calculated by definitions of PE giving by Equations (2) to (5). We 
find that stress is localized on the radial thread where load is applied directly. In such compliant structures, it is 
anticipated that the stiffest elements resist the greatest load. The cooperative action of a stiffening structural 
member (the radial silk thread under load) with yielding (or softening) of ancillary members results in a 
localization of elastic resistance. Concurrently, adjacent radials reveal a partially stiffened state – immediately 
after failure, load is redistributed between these two adjacent threads, keeping the rest of the web intact and 
functional. The radial thread where load is applied incurs severe stiffening. Sections of the web removed from 
loading undergo limited deformation and strain.  

 

Figure S12  | Normalized potential energy (PE) distribution considered for radial threads (radial threads consist of 40 particle 
(bead) intervals; loaded radial beads from 41-80), for natural silk behaviour (Model A). The plot depicts energy distribution just 
prior and immediately after web fracture (solid black and dashed green lines, respectively). Energy is normalized with respect to 

maximum potential energy at failure. Dashed red lines indicate potential energy at which yielding occurs. Prior to failure, the 
majority of potential energy is associated with the radial thread under load. Most threads have been strained just up to the point 

of yield, facilitating load concentration at the stiffening, loaded thread. Following failure, load is transferred to the adjacent 
threads (until loaded thread is completely detached from the web structure) but threads far from the load still experience little 

increase in strain 
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S10. Quantized Fracture Mechanics (QFM) analysis 

To investigate the failure of the webs, we implement a modified formulation of fracture mechanics, accounting 
for the discrete nature of webs, called Quantized Fracture Mechanics (QFM)51,52,53. QFM is relevant to the 
fracture of small structures such as nanotubes, nanowires, and nanoplates and was developed to handle the 
discreteness of matter at the atomistic scale. Here we apply QFM to model the results of the simulations and 
experimental studies that show that nonlinear material behaviour of natural silk begets large web robustness 
against localized attacks and generalize the observations for different materials and structures. Classical Linear 
Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) cannot reach this goal since it is based on linear elasticity and on the 
assumption of a continuum, which is not valid in a discrete mesh-like structure such as a spider web. We 
consider the simplest structure that will give us general insights, an elastic plate with a crack of length 2a 
subjected at its centre to a pair of applied forces per unit width, F. The stress-intensity factor at the crack tips is: 

�� � �
√��            (S16) 

According to LEFM the crack will start to propagate when the stress-intensity factor equals the material fracture 
toughness, ��� , thus for an initial crack length shorter than: 

�� � �
� �

�
����

�
             (S17) 

(here quasi-static crack propagation is stable, different from the Griffith case). According to QFM and in 
contrast to classical theory the crack will propagate not when �� � ��� , but when 

��∗ � ��
� � �����������

� � ��� ,  

and thus when the applied force per unit width is: 

� � ���√��
������ �

���
 .           (S18) 

In Eqs. (S17) and (S18) q is the fracture quantum, representing the characteristic size of the structure; and here q 
is the size of the web’s mesh spacing and a measure of the discreteness of the system. Comparing Eqs. (S17) and 
(S18) we note that the prediction of QFM is equivalent to that of LEFM if an equivalent toughness ������ is 
assumed in the classical LEFM approach: 

������ � ���
���� �����

�
���

≅ ��� �� � �
����.         (S19) 

Eq. (S19) shows that in the case of a localized targeted load (in contrast to the less critical case of distributed 
loading) the discrete nature of the structure helps in increasing its robustness since ������ � 	�. This implies that 
the critical crack length ��	is reduced due to the discrete nature of the structure, as suggested by the asymptotic 
limit given by Eq. (S18): 

�� ≅ �
� �

�
����

� � �
�.           (S20) 

In order to generalize the concept to different constitutive laws that define the unique relationship of how stress 
� versus strain � behaves, we consider a general nonlinear stress-strain law in the form of a power law ����. 
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Here < 1 denotes elastic-plastic behaviour (nonlinear softening), = 1 linear elasticity, and > 1 represents a 
nonlinear stiffening material. The limiting cases are = 0 (perfectly plastic material) and = ∞ (perfectly 
nonlinear stiffening material). The power of the stress-singularity at the crack tip will be modified from the 
classical value of 1/2 to50: 

� � �
���,            (S21) 

and we define � as the nonlinearity parameter (linear elastic case when � � ���, stiffening when � � � and 
softening when � � �). Thus, the singularity changes similarly to what occurs at the tip of a re-entrant corner 
(edge cut)51. Based on QFM theory52 we predict the critical force per unit width ���� for a nonlinear material 
described by the exponent �,as a function of the critical force per unit length for linear elasticity (������) and 
perfect plasticity (����):    

����
���� � ��

�����

���� �
��

.           (S22) 

Defining  ���� �� � as the breaking force per unit width of a single structural element (a spider silk thread), Eq. 
(S18) becomes: 

� � � ����� �
�� � ��

����� �
���
�
�

.          (S23) 

In the limit of q→ 0, Eq. (S23) defines the equivalent fracture toughness due to the nonlinearity of the stress-
strain law: 

������ � ����� � �
√���

����
.           (S24) 

Since by definition � � � during dynamic failure, Eq. (S24) suggests that ������ increases with �, and 
accordingly the emergence of nonlinear stiffening as � � �  presents a toughening mechanism. Moreover, Eq. 
(S20) becomes: 

�� � �
� �

�
��

�
� � �

����
�.           (S25)

  

More generally, mixing discreteness and nonlinearity gives an equivalent structural54 fracture toughness of: 

�������� � �
���� �

���
� �

�� � ��
����� �

���
�
�

         (S26) 

from where an interaction between discreteness and the nonlinearity of the stress-strain law can be deduced. 
Asymptotically, the critical crack length becomes:  

�� � �
� �

�
��

�
� � �

����
� � �

�.           (S27)
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Behaviour Corresponding Model Total Broken 
Elements 

Spiral Broken 
Elements 

Radial Broken 
Elements 

Linear Elastic 
�� � ���� A’ 7 (simulation) 

7 (QFM) 
3 (simulation) 

3 (QFM) 
4 (simulation) 

4 (QFM) 
Elastic-Perfectly-
Plastic 
�� � ���� 

A” 
24 (simulation) 

24 (QFM) 
12 (simulation) 

11 (QFM) 
12 (simulation) 

13 (QFM) 

Stiffening 
�� � ���� A 

4 (simulation) 
4 (QFM) 

0 (simulation) 
0 (QFM) 

4 (simulation) 
4 (QFM) 

 
Natural spider web 
(composed of 
dragline and viscid 
silk) 
�� � ���� 
�� � ���� 

B 

4 (simulation) 
5 (QFM) 

0 (simulation) 
1 (QFM) 

 

4 (simulation) 
4 (QFM) 

 

Table S5 | Comparison between our web simulations and predictions from Quantized Fracture Mechanics (QFM) theory for the 
failure of webs composed of materials with different stress-strain laws. The results clearly show the significant increase of the 
extension of damage for elastic-perfectly-plastic softening material behaviour, and minimal damage for the natural stiffening 

behaviour. 

The QFM predictions of Eqs. (S26) and (S27) suggest strategies in the impact mitigating design of spider web 
inspired structures. Most importantly, both the discreteness (measured by q) and nonlinear stiffening (measure 
by �) represent toughening mechanisms against failure under localized loading.  Eq. (S27) shows that the 
damaged zone after failure has a characteristic size that diverges as the exponent � is decreased (i.e., � � � so 
that the material approaches a softening stress-strain behaviour). In order to take the discreteness of the structure 
into account we introduce Eq. (S17) into Eq. (S22) and find for the ratio of damaged material: 

���� � ���
���

�����
�
�
            (S28) 

Since by definition ����� represents the overall size of the entire structure, ���� represents the damaged area 
fraction of the structure after failure. Further, by expanding Eq. (S28) we arrive at  

���
���

�����
�
�
� ���

�����

�����
�
��
� ���������� � ��� � ����.       (S29) 

Herein S� ������ is a system-dependent constant that represents the ratio of damaged material associated with 
the linear elastic behaviour. The parameter S reflects material properties such as fracture toughness, system 
geometry (i.e. crack width), and applied loading conditions. Considering a heterogeneous structure composed by 
n different materials (such as dragline and viscid silks as found in natural orb webs), with volumetric ratios �� 
(∑ ������ � � ) and described by n different constitutive law exponents ��, we expect ratios of damaged materials 
in the phases i equal to: 

������� � ������������� � ���������,         (S30) 

and in the entire structure of: 

� � ∑ ������������� .           (S31) 

The “structural robustness” Ω is defined as the fraction of surviving material in the structure after failure has 
occurred: 
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.    (S32)  

The result of Eq. (S32) is depicted in Fig. 3 for a single material structure. We recognize that fixing all other 
variables, the larger the material nonlinearity parameter  the larger the structural robustness. Therefore, 
generally and independent from the specific material behaviour of silk, a more pronounced the material 
stiffening with strain, the larger the structural robustness as failure is increasingly localized, thus resulting in 
failure of a minimal number of elements in a discrete mesh-like structure52.  

We apply the theory to three different hypothetical homogenous structures (Models A, A’, and A”) as well as to 
the heterogeneous web (Model B), all composed of 8×10=80 radials and 8×10=80 spirals. The considered 
materials for the homogeneous structures are linear elastic ( ), elastic-perfectly-plastic (best fit 

) and nonlinear stiffening (i.e. atomistically derived dragline silk, best fit ), whereas for 
Model B we consider the radials as composed by dragline silk ( ) and the spirals as composed by 
viscid (capture) silk (best fit ). The comparison between the simulations and QFM predictions is 
reported in Table S5 and shows good agreement. Note that in the simulations we always observed that at least 4 
radial elements are broken (considering the radial as independent units, i.e. in number 8, Eq. (S30) would 
roughly result in 2), as a consequence of the application of the load directly on a radial element; thus, to take this 
cooperative mechanism into account, of the radial elements that belong to the same radial, our final prediction is 
the maximum between this number and the one that resulted from application of Eq. (S30). As demonstrated in 
the theoretical analysis, our findings generally hold for other materials (including nanostructures) in which the 
material’s stress-strain behaviour dictates functionality beyond limit parameters, such as the ultimate strength. 

S11. Simulation software and computational equipment 
 
The simulations are performed using the modelling code LAMMPS53 (http://lammps.sandia.gov/)  modified to 
allow the constitutive behaviours described herein. Web models are simulated using molecular dynamics 
formulations, with an NVE ensemble at finite temperature (300 K) (where N=constant particle number, 
V=constant simulation volume, E=constant energy). A small damping force is introduced to dissipate kinetic 
energy (approximately 1 mN-s-m-1) for all simulations. The web structure is minimized and equilibrated for 10 
seconds (100,000 time steps) prior to the addition of any load. The calculations and the analysis were carried out 
using a parallelelized LINUX cluster at MIT’s Laboratory for Atomistic and Molecular Mechanics (LAMM). 
Visualization has been carried out using the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) package54. 
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